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Hiroshima survivor turned
radiation nurse revisits
alma mater.
--

page 2

Election 2000.

Chief Staff Writer

"Yahoo! Internet Life," the
magazine extension of the internet
service, recently placed a feather
in Academic Computing Services
cap when it selected The College
of Wooster as one of America's
Most Wired Colleges 2000.
Wooster placed 48th out of 100 in
the survey, which evaluates the
technological prowess of America's
higher education institutions.
The survey, which is divided
Colleges,
into four categories
institutions and
Universities,
Baccalaureate II Colleges
emphasizes electronic resources
such as online registration, online
course schedules and transcripts,
network space available, multiple
addresses and wireless networking.
Wooster was ranked in the
College category as an institution
devoted to undergraduate degrees
as opposed to the University
category, which evaluates schools
e-m-
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Read about three interesting LS. topics by three
very different seniors.
:
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''Emerging Choreographers"

features 11 Wooster students this weekend.
-- page 8

America's Oldest Weekly College Newspaper

JillTreftz
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Students reflect on

M

'Wired' Woo on Web Int'l festivities conclude

gun-Geor-

W. Bush
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focused on research andor which
offer graduate study. The study
claims that Wooster, while behind
in the online resources department, boasts that 100 percent of
classrooms are wired, as are all
rooms.
dorm
and
dorms
According to "Yahoo! Internet
Life," Wooster was Jthe first college to install network access in
every dorm room. Wooster was
also chosen for its electronic
library
online
application,
resources, available network
space and recent computer purchases.
According to Phillip Harriman,
director of Academic Computing
Services, the College is working
on a project, the Wooster
Information Network (WIN), to
administraestablish
tive capabilities, so that the
incoming class of 2005 will register online next August. The
College also plans to offer the.
ability to view transcripts and
See Wired colleges on page 3
web-bas-
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Photo by Jamks Allardict:
Estella Anku '02 models during the
Cultural Extravaganza. Anku is from Ghana, West Africa.

Students left hanging without a balance
Alex Pries

'

Assistant News Editor

Students who were expecting their already
delayed phone bills last Friday from Telesoft
Corp. are still waiting. According to Dan
Gluck of Telesoft, "The bills were scheduled to
go out on Friday. However, the school requested that we change the note on the bills that the
students will see that describes why the bills
are going out so late and when the bills are due."

of
manager
DiScipio,
Vince
the
at
Networks
and
Telecommunications
College, said, "In talking with them TelesoftJ
yesterday, they said they also need to reprocess
all the call data, recreate the form and wait to
be printed" with the hopes that the first bills be
sent out this Friday. Gluck confirmed this states
ment, and students should expect to see
the
for
date
due
15.
payment
The
Nov.
on
bills will remain set at Nov. 30, and Telesoft
will offer an eight day grace period. After Dec.
8, late fees will be charged, and students may
have their access deactivated.
DiScipio stated that with the deadline set at
then-bill-

Swimmer breaks school
and pool record.
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I think we ought to raise
the age at which juveniles
ge
can have a

On The Web

the end of the month, students will have less
thentwo business weeks to pay because of the
Thanksgiving holiday.
Vice President for Finance and Business Bob
Walton said that he has seen significant
changes in the amount of students who use
Tclesoft's service after a similar incident
occurred last year. In fact, he is encouraging students to purchase phone cards from the book-

store or use another calling plan.
DiScipio stated that the amount of minutes used this year is down 51 percent
from last year, while the number of student
accounts is also down. Last year, according to
DiScipio. there were 1,025 students
enrolled. There are 654 accounts this year.
According to the terms of a modified
Telesoft contract agreed upon last year, students who reach their maximum monthly balance should be prevented from making
any more calls until payment is made.
"Let's hope that they blocked calls after the
threshold," Walton said. He also said that when
problems arose when billing last year, several
students were reimbursed for charges incurred

after their calls went unblocked after passing
the billing threshold.
DiScipio stated that the credit limit for students is for both billing cycles. "The good news

is no one should receive a bill that is significantly over
$150; the bad news is that some people probably
will be cut off because the credit limit is spread
over two months." DiScipio said.
Walton is in contact on a daily basis with
Telesoft officials about the continuing prob-

lem. "They claim this is never going to
happen again. Next year we won't use them,"
he said.
He stated as a possibility for next year, a
process in which the College would directly
handle phone calls. Now that students are
using a digital system, the possibility

of collecting the data internally
exists. Thus the College could bill stu-

dents directly on a monthly basis, via the
Treasurer's Office.
"I don't think the College is going to
maintain a relationship with any company
that we continue to have problems with."
DiScipio said.
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Wooster alum Hideko Tamura Snider
Photo by Amelia Kays
shares her story with the audience in Lean Lecture Hall. Snider
works as a radiation nurse for cancer patients in Chicago.
ing Hiroshima. She and her father
though her
survived the
mother did not Snider, like all
school age children in the sixth
grade and under, was evacuated
from the city for safety purposes.
The children in the summer of
1945 were made to work for the
war effort "The kind of work we
were assigned was beyond our
physical capabilities and life
experiences. We were required to
dig up giant pine roots and build
hearths from scratch in order to
extract pine oil for airplane fuel,"
Snider wrote in her first book
"One Sunny Day."
The book describes in detail
her memories of the day of the
bombing: "It was dark all around
me, as if the sun had disappeared,
and the exploding earth raged in
the thick black air and swirling '
wind. I could no longer see, but
just felt the motion and the terror.
A-bo-

mb,

So this is dying in Ihe war," she wrote.

--

Snider came to the United
States in 1952. She attended The
College of Wooster until 1956,
receiving her B.A. in sociology.
Snider experienced a language
barrier at Wooster, which she said
made her feel lonely.
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fAs journalism is a human process, there is a constant potential Jtir mistake
editing or printing.
tcan be made at any step of the way: in
$
staff strives to avoid such mistakes, but when an error does occur, it is our policy to
.admit it and promptly correct it. This space exists for tliat purpose.
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Hideko Tamura Snider has
brought tears to the eyes of students as she described her childhood in Hiroshima and her
courage in today's society.
Snider, who was 10 years old
when the atomic bomb destroyed
Hiroshima, spoke at Christian
Central Church in Wooster
Sunday evening. "She made me
cry," Kat Randall '01 said. "Her
experience was made more vivid
by hearing from the mouth of
someone who lived through it"
This week, Snider visits as
Theologian in Residence. She has
met with a number of campus
organizations and classes. She
spoke of the interrelationship of
humans, science, religion and
Snider believes jthat
healing.
have so much
humans
because
control over nature and science,
we as a society need to achieve a
moral balance, using science for
She
achievements.
positive
explained, "Today, science has
almost dissolved the influence of
religion." Snider fears the potential dangers of science today, such
as genetic engineering, which she
said presents a "lure of
but also a possibility
for moral disaster. Her goal is that
"maybe someday people will ...
understand the gravity and importance of setting limits to science,"
she said.
Snider also spoke on Thursday
afternoon at Space for God. Her
talk, "In Our Moment," was based
on her experience working with
cancer patients "who are seized
by serious illness and become
very stressed with the uncertainty
in their lives." She believes in the
philosophy, "the past is history;
the future is a mystery, but the
that is why
present is a gift
they call it a 'present'," she said.
Snider's life has been a gift,
considering her experiences dur- -
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"I wasn't able to really communicate, and I felt very different ... I
had few very close friends," she said.

3.22

After receiving her M.A. in
social work and completing four
years of seminary. Snider joined
the Department of Radiation and
CellularOncology
at the
University of Chicago Hospital
She said her mission is to "provide
services that enable the patients
and their families to discover and
maintain their own strengths."
Snider's belief in using nuclear
power for peaceful, humanitarian
purposes partly comes from her
father's influences. "Papa wanted me to separate my fear of the
nuclear bomb that killed my
mother from the wisdom of using
the same source for the betterment
of humanity. He believed it was a
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ed to be harnessed," she wrote.
Understanding the relationship
between science and religion has
been Snider's "lifelong quest,"
she said. Snider began contem-

0g
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plating questions about the
morality of science when "a
religious missionary gave me
reason to live." Randall said that
she admires Snider because of
her strength.
"I was touched when she said
on Sunday that none of us
should feel guilty for Hiroshima,
because it wasn't our fault,"
Randall said. "She hates what
happened, not Americans. It was
amazing to hear her laugh about
her memories."
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Retreat vnoritiz es customer service
.

JL.

Naomi Kresge
Editor-in-Chi-

ef

ice and did things within their
area," he said. "Right now what
we're seeing is a sort of a unified
effort under Bob to look at customer service ... it's more of a
group effort now."
Walton called the retreat an
opportunity to empower College
middle managers to develop ideas
about customer service implementation and said he hopes to
fear
of failure.
minimize
Perfection is not a reasonable
standard," he said. "You need to
reward people for trying, even if
they fail."
Multiple College service sectors have already suggested ideas
service-relate- d
for customer
'changes, many of which were
refined through the recent student
focus group process. Ideas under
consideration now include hospitality services proposals to extend
the meal plan hours at the Java
items to the
Hut and add
menu; keep Mom's Truck Stop
open to 2 or 3 a.m. and establish a
environbreakfast or diner-styment for those hours; and negotiproviders
ate with local take-o. so that students may order food on
their COW cards at a reduced rate.
The grounds crew contributed
suggestions to build a
fitness, course with fitness stations and add picnic and barbecue
areas near some small houses.
.

Customer service issues were
on the plate last weekend at the
Wooster Inn at a retreat for'
College service sector managers.
The event, sponsored by Vice
and
for Finance
President
Business Bob Walton, is part of an
attempt to develop a more consistent and proactive College customer service policy.
The retreat, held last Thursday
and Friday, included presentations
by Ohio State University professor, management style specialist
and consultant Jean Oplinger.
Participants were managers of
Custodial
Campus Grounds,
Services, Hospitality Services, the
golf course, the Physical Plant, the
Treasurer's Office, the Wooster
Bookstore,
Wilson
Inn,
Administrative Computing and
"
Human Resources
.
Walton said the retreat had two
main results: managerial
which includes efforts to
develop a consistent managerial
style, and an emphasis on training
staff to see themselves as a part of
the student learning process.
Hospitality Services Director
Chuck Wagers said, "The interesting thing is that in the past each
individual department had their
own viewpoint of customer serv
team-buildin-

g,

deli-sty- le
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ut

cross-camp-

us

WESTMINSTER

proposals
Other
include
installing moveable furniture in
Armington and Bissman before
actual dorm renovation and moving course registration
spePrevious custorner-servic- e
cial sessions have included presentations by Wooster graduate
and Cartier customer service
manager Brian Lange '79. Post
office manager Mike Gorrell said
of the Lange sessions, "one of the
comments that was made was
that customer service is expected,
and I agree with that," he said. "It
shouldn't be like pulling teeth."
Walton called this year's push
toward customer service a possible first step toward emphasizing
a customer service mindset
across the College as a whole.
"We've carved out units that
already have a lot of direct contact with students," he said, stating
the plan is to test the results of a
.

on-lin-

defined customer service orientation
this year and then evaluate where
to move next over the summer.

Walton dismissed concerns
that the customer service policies
of the business world are not
applicable to academia by saying, "That's not really the point.
The point is that we're trying to offer
a competitive service," he said.
"You are the customer, and we
need to provide you the best service we can."

or wandering ...
; check us out.

' Westminster Presbyterian, worshipping in McGaw Chapel
VlilV at The College of Wooster, 10:45 Sunday mornings
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Students working in McCoy lab.

Photo by Elizabeth Strain

Wired colleges cont'd
Continued from page I
financial information online.
This is the third year that
Wooster has participated in the
Yahoo! survey, and the first year
that the school has merited a ranking. Harriman attributes this new
status to discrepancies in the survey itself. The survey, implemented in 1997, has different questions
every year, and according to
are
Harriman, the answers
weighted differently from year to
year. The effect of all of this is the
constant fluctuation of the results.
Because of this, many schools
feel the survey is inaccurate, and
some boycott the survey, claiming, according to Harriman, that it
gives "the wrong impression

colleges, Harriman admits that he
is fairly excited to have Wooster.

of information

The survey can be accessed
throuh,5he Yahoo! search engine.

technology."
Despite this boycott by other"

ranked in the survey, though he is

cautious about his enthusiasm. "1
do take it with a grain of bait,
because some other schools do
boycott it." he said.

The
College
College,

first-plac-

e

school

category.

in the

Williams

in Williamstown, Mass..
earned first place due to limited
wireless networking, tech support
and over 100 megabytes of network
file and web space for students.

Other schools in Wooster' conference that ranked in the survey
include Ohio Wesleyan University
at 90, Allegheny College at 84.
Denison University at 68. Earlham
College at 49 and Oheriin College at five.

Artist draws Forum series to close
Laura Nesler
'
News Editor
.

--
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If you're wondering

I'M

Artist Claudia Bernardi will
bring the Wooster Forum 2000
lecture series' to an end tonight in
McGaw at 7:30 p.m. The native
of Argentina will address
"Probing the Membrane Between
Horror and Hope."
Bernardi will discuss her experiences with the Argentine
Forensic Anthropology Team during the exhumation of some of the
30,000 people who were tortured
and executed by the military
group that ruled Argentina
between 1976 and 1983.
She claims her involvement in
creating maps of the exhumation and digging at forensic
sites influenced not only her life,,
but her art.

"I believe she is going to talk
about' the claim for justice and
how artists respond to that I hope
students come away with a better
awareness of what's going on in
the.' world," Ebert Art Museum
Director Kitty Zurko said

Bernardi, a human rights
activist, will describe her beliefs
that art has power of reconciliation. She will also discuss her
views about the importance of
mediating force between the living and the dead.
Bernardi's own art exhibit,
"Frescoes on Paper," will be on
display in the Ebert Art Museum
from Nov. 5 through Dec. 15.
"I think there's a lot there for
people to look at and learn from;
I encourage people to take time
with it the art exhibit because I

don't think it reveals itself all at
once," Zurko said.
The last Forum Associated
Event is planned for Tuesday,
Nov. 14 at 7:30 p.m. in Lowry
Lounge. Firmer Wooster Assistant
Professor of Black Studies and
Dr. Kwamc
Political Science
Dixon will present "The United
Nations World Conference against
Racism, Racial Discrimination.
Related
and
Xenophobia
Intolerance: Locating Race and
Gender in the International
Human Rights Framework."

Currently working for the
Secretariat
of
International
Amnesty International in London,
England, Dixon researches and
writes on race and human rights
violations, preparing a major
global report for the UN
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When you were in third grade your mom would make
you do your homework and chaperoneyewr parties. When trouble
went down, your folks were always there to bail you out.
Hopefully your reliance on your parents has faded since
you" ve come to college. However, when was the last time your
problem solving skills amounted to anything more than a futile
system? Last spring, an insane
struggle against the
amount of rising sophomores were left homeless, and established
programs were given the shaft. Students cried at room draw,
while parents merely picked up their phones and let the
College kiss their butts until the problem was remedied.
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in which parents have a
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Kate Brock '01

disgusting job for the College staff to do, but also a
needless waste of resources which could be better
allocated elsewhere on campus. My guess is that the
same person who is costing us money by having
groundskeepers pick up trash is the same type of person who incessantly complains about the $27,200
comprehensive fee.
So whoever you are that enjoys tipping trash cans
every week, I encourage you to find an alternative
activity to better occupy your time and save the rest
of us the disgust of looking at your mess and the
money it is costing us. And to the college staff
I apologize on
who has to clean up this mess
behalf of the majority of the student body who are
equally disgusted by the incompetence of a select
few.
-

...

.
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Everett Peachey '01

Campus excited about election
BcrrA

ioAr

C-r- i
I'm not one to easily admit. .
. candidate to vote for, and which
BECCA &TINSQN
defeat. This time, though, defeat
issues they thought were important
C "
were
is staring me in the facev with a tac. than 'anyone expected. VS
Numerous
of enthusiastic Wooster students on i - The. College Democrats- - were - written concerning the election,
its side. In September I wrote an no slackers either. From bringing
mostly focusing on the Nader vs..
editorial lamenting "the lack of '. Ted Celeste, Ohio's Democratic
Gm decisknute frustrated many
enthusiasm on campus concerning
have not had or overheard one
candidate for Senate, to campus,
. this presidential
election.; My - to helping organize the voter inforconversation in the past few days
disappointment' in student apathy, mation booths in Lowry, the
that didn't mention the election.
and I am
was extremely
College Democrats have grown in - f . So I was wrong, but glad that I
the toot that currently resides .' .' number and enthusiasm.
' was proven so. It's been exciting
with open arms.
mouth
my
in
But the strongest campus force, to be part of such an interested cam'
The political groups on campus . which has helped me to realize
pus during one of the closest elechave turned heads throughout the where my foot belongs, lies among
tions in our nation's history. I hope
semester. From the Green Party's
the students not involved in these my assumptions about Wooster stuNader campaign rally and its anti- - political organizations. Walking
dent political apathy continue to
BushGore demonstration in front through my dorm on Tuesday I be proven wrong, even if I have to
of Lowry, to the group which streaked could hear CNN reverberating
keep my mouth full of that foot.
across campus after Greenhouse's
from almost every room.' Weeks
Becca Stinson is the Assistant
Nader party, the Wooster campus ' ' ago, students were talking about ;
Viewpoints Editor of The Wooster
has seen more
activism
how to get absentee ballots, which .. ..
:;
Voice.
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Wooster students. Thank you all very
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A&E Editor:
Sporti Editors:

am certain that I am not alone in my disgust at the
senseless tipping of trash cans which habitually
seems to happen every weekend. I first noticed
tipped trash cans during my sophomore year, but by
the time the Wooster rumor mill finally revealed the
culprit who performed this heinous act, he or she had
already transferred to another college.
But we have in our midst someone who evidently
wishes to revive this artless tradition, making our student body both disgusted at the sight of strewn trash
and annoyed at the open admissions policy of which
he or she took full advantage.
What this person does not consider, nor care about,
is that a member of the College grounds crew has to
come and! clean up the mess he or she made the night
before in a fit of intoxicated bliss. Not only is this a
1

;

one

o-'y.-

1
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Hygeia Nancy
Anderson, Dr. Schmidt and Nurse
Lynne Kuffner, who positively
went above and beyond what
would be considered normal care,
comforting my mom, transporting
me to the hospital, visiting and
routinely checking on me to see
how I was doing. The Student
Health Center deserves much
praise for all it does for College of

Letter: Angry student talks trash

Spj Let students act their age ...

vJ.

Director vof

that I received at Hygeia, which
included a long period of overnight
stays, meals, IVs and of course all
that healthcare involves, was given
with such kindness and tenderness
that I was truly touched. The staff
there made me feel comfortable
that I was in good hands, and I
knew that they really cared that I
get better. I would just like to say
thank you to all of the people that
helped care for me during my stay
there and even after my move into
Wooster Hospital. Special thanks
go to the overnight nurses.

-

Thank you Hygeia! Over the
last few weeks, I was unfortunately very sick with Hepatitis A. Had
it not been for the nurses, doctors
and staff at the Student Health
Center during that time period and
their help in aiding me to get better, I may not have been able to
finish my senior year and graduate
in May. Hygeia tends to be the
butt of many student jokes on
campus, but it is often not appreciated for all it is worth. The care
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for disrespecting eppon. ::ts. rh- i. r i.:za boxes, personal
insults and drunkenness have also graced the sidelines at
TLmken Gymnasium. Coach Steve Moore's team has the
potential to again claim an NCAC tide and advance ir.to the
NCAA Tournament, winning and losing with class. We just
hope out fans show the same class as the players on the court
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Nader costs Gore race
David Lhhr

fTny

FTT

TfftV

vote, he should be
the president. But
that's not the way the
and Election Day is
works,
system
not the day to change the system.
Under the current system, one
state made a difference in this
election. Nader received almost
100,000 votes in Florida. If even
one tenth of those people had
voted for Gore, this wouldn't be
an issue, and we could continue
working for change.
If Bush does indeed win, one
can not blame those who voted for
Nader. However, one can blame
them, at least in part, if Gore
loses. Gore could have been a better candidate, yes, but he could
have used a little more support as
well. Now, we potentially have a
bumbling idiot with little political

Poor, naive Ralph
Nader. The man lost v
the presidential elec
tion. Not that this is really a shock
to anyone. I'm not disagreeing
with the validity of the Green
Party as a legitimate, and growing, political force in the country.
But there is a time and a place for
a third party, and this year's election was neither.
I understand that if Nader had
received five percent of the vote,
the party would be nationally
funded, which is a good thing; the
more choice the American people
have, the better off we will be.
Right now, the vote is too close to
call. But by voting its heart instead of

H. CHUM

its head, the nation has potentially

Nader gives Greens momentum
Ralph Nader didn't stand a
chance in hell of getting elected
president He knew that, and I
knew that when I cast my vote for
him.
But neither of us have any
regrets. Me ran a strong campaign,
despite a literal lockout of the
:

presidential debates, a virtual
media shutdown and silence on
the issues he campaigned
on.- - .
:.
--

'

-;
.-

--

y,

incredible amount,

especially

among young voters who weren't
even alive when he began his
campaign against the auto industry in the 1960s.
His effort became a cause cele-brthe
after
especially
physically
GOP
and
Democrats

e,

effectively stealing the win from
Gore with his appeal to liberal
voters.
Those 2.6 million voters are
now a force to be reckoned with
a solid core of citizens who
weren't frightened by mainstream
media hype, who realized

there's not any substantive difGore and
Bush.
- They've just been
floating out there in
liber- bast polls, their num-

ference between

''

The results also are notable
because Nader's corps of

i And , despite failing to
qualify the Green Party for
federal funding in 2004
he managed to catch only

als proved JnoMireslient. and
stronger in numbers than any
wackos who
of the right-win-g
supported Pat Buchanan.

about three percent of the
national vote, when five

percent was needed

Dan Shortridge

"

:
Nader can rest well.
There was enough local
and alternative media attention to
at least let people know the Green
Party exists, both nationally and
in the states, and get the issues out
--

bers uncertain, their
dedication untested.
Now they're on the
books." The J results
also are notable
Nader's
because
'

:

corps

;

there

anti-corporatis-

penalty, tougher' environmental protection laws and
the elimination of the current
corrupted political financing
'
Wrsystem!
it's now time for Nader to take a
step back and weigh his options.

whether he can do it again without
being permanently cast in the role
of spoiler.
As I write this, the election is
literally too close to call. The television networks and wire services are calling it a razor-thi- n

Inthi's campaign, he's increased

win for Bush in Florida, which
would deliver., him ;;the,.?70
votes, necessary , to.,: win the
Electoral .College:,.. Nader ended,

his name recognition by an

up with about 2.6 million votes

.

"

anti-dea- th

m,

barred him from entering the
debate hall. But if s doubtful

'

-

.

-

of liberals

proved more resilient and stronger
in numbers than any of the right-win-g
wackos who supported Pat
Buchanan.
Buchanan has effectively killed
the Reform Party, but the Greens
are going to remain a force.
That's good news for America
and bad news for the
system.
j Don Shortridge is a Voice correspondent, now working as a
.newspaper reporter covering
Delaware and Maryland politic
two-par- ty

V

taken a step away from everything
for which the Green Party stands.
People argue
that if Bush I
wins, it is not
Ralph
who
Nader's fault;
looking
Nader,
should
Gore
have been a
immebetter candidate.

blame those people
voted for
so far
into the future that
they ignored the
Supposedly, diate consequences of
would
some
their actions.
not have voted

experience . -Texas doesn't
count running
the nation. But
apparently it's
necessary to take
a few steps
backward before
we can take one
forward.

-

There's nothing wrong with
at all if Nader were not in the election, which wouldn't have voting for the best candidate -that's usually what should be
changed the results. This is cerdone. Change is great, at the right
tainly true, and incredibly stupid
time. Positive visions for the
at the same time. Sometimes you
do need to choose the lesser of future are always a plus. But
two evils. The next president will "working to changerthe future, you
can't overlook the present And in
appoint at least two Supreme
Court justices, who sit on the Jhe present, the" radical .hippies
who voted for Nader may have
Court for life.
along with every ther even
RepubUcanlost,'
a
with
up
we
end
If
's
remotely liberal citizen in the
president and a Republican Senate,
ruminations will likely be " try. The best candidate did not get
elected. The second best candi- accented. Kiss your reproductive
rights goodbye. Wave farewell to date did not get elected.
I don't know why so many peoRoe v. Wade. And the environple voted for Bush, since he really
ment? I'd much rather walk
is dumb. But when some of the
around an air conditioned shopbasic freedoms we know are
ping mall than hug a tree in some
of the precious remaining open called into question, I do know a
few things. I know I won't blame
space. Maybe we could drill for oil
system. I know I won't blame
the
at
in Spangler Park while we're it
the guy did try. I blame
AI
Gore
Gore
nor
Sure, neither Bush
those people who voted for Ralph
proposed much of anything that
Nader, looking so far into the
would help a lot of people. But in
future that they ignored the immethis case, when a candidate, uch
as Nader clearly wasn't going lo diate consequences of their actions. I
guess every cloud has a silver linwin, the vote should have been
ing though. At least Pat Buchanan
focused on damage control, preventing people from getting hurt' "didn't win!
David Lohr is a guest colum- The Electoral College system is
t jot .IheJWaoster Voice.
flawed. Gate won tbt
.

'
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Three students, three perspectives, three I.S.s
Johnson asks mummy, "Who's your daddy?"
For his Senior Independent Study, Tom
Johnson plans to get up close and personal
with Wooster's most famous corpse. Not
joking. The College owns an ancient
In his thesis,
Egyptian mummy.
"Mummification and the Egyptian Way of
Life," Johnson will explore the process and
significance of mummification during
Egypt's Ptolemic period. Johnson is also
investigating the possibility of related
mummies at other American schools. In a
related project, MattBreznai will use the
mummy's burial artifacts, especially the
sarcophagus, to infer what everyday life
was like during this period. Both Johnson
and Brenzai did archeological excavation
and research in Jordan this past summer.
The College received the mummy in the
late 1 800s as a gift from a Presbyterian missionary, the Reverend John R. Alexander.
Alexander wrote in his journal:
"My colleague and I visited them and
bought four of the best preserved and most
beautiful. The cases were painted in orna- mental style and bore hieroglyphic inscriptions. The mummies also bore inscriptions
giving the name and position in life of the
deceased. We paid about eight dollars each.'
' Three mummies were purchased for the
museums of several colleges in America,
one for Due West College Erskine, one for
The College of Wooster, and the other for
Westminster College, (Pa.).
The vivid details of the sarcophagus were
damaged in 1901 when fire destroyed Old
Main. The mummy remained, seemingly

I

I

"

.

Story compiled by Derek Somngy,
Staff Writer
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forgotten, until just recently. In 1994,
Wooster senior Jennifer Lavris documented
- and reproduced the sarcophagus' paintings
for purposes of analysis and preservation.
with advisor Dr. Vivian
. Working
Holliday, Johnson has accumulated a list of
objectives he wishes to accomplish in his
project He sees himself first presenting the
motivations and methods behind mummification and then interpreting the Wooster
mummy based on mem. By the Ptolemic
period (323 30 B.C.), mummification was
no longer reserved for the social or religious
elite. As a result, many Egyptians were trying to get their ticket into the afterlife by
eternal preservation; even some pets got the
treatment. To determine the age of the
mummy, one square-inc- h
piece of linen
wrapping was sent away for radiocarbon
dating. The results are pending, but the
Wooster mummy is believed to have been
from approximately 100 B.C. Johnson also
plans to confirm the belief, through DNA
testing and hieroglyphic analysis, that the
mummies brought to the. U.S. by Rev.
Alexander were sisters.daughters of a high
priest For this work, Johnson is collaborating with an Egyptologist and professors
from other schools in Pennsylvania and
New York. Should the findings be successful, Holliday looks to publish some of
Johnson's I.S. toward the understanding of
mummification and Ptolemic Egypt.
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photo by Amelia Kays
Switzer with Deo'ge, training to be a therapy dog, owned by Kate
Wdloman'03.

Switzer looked to animal kingdom for I.S. inspiration
Ever since she was a child, Lynn Switzer
has
loved
animals.
The
senior
Communications, Sciences and Disorders
major from Dayton, Ohio has a special penchant for dogs. For a long time, Switzer
looked forward to a career in veterinary
medicine, until she realized that she could
never bring herself to put a dog to sleep.
With a history like that, it's no wonder
Switzer looked to the animal community
when choosing an I.S. topic. In a major
where most students explore such topics as
speech therapy and cochlear implants,
Switzer has gone against tradition with a
project that is truly unique.
Assistance dogs are the focus of
Switzer's thesis. "I'm investigating communication strategies that exits in assistance dog training institutions between
assistance dog trainers and assistance dog
owners and the dogs themselves,'' Switzer
said. Her plan is to visit different training
organizations across the country to observe
the training. "I would like to see how the
trainers believe that they communicate with
the dogs," Switzer said, "and from observation determine
cues from the
dogs."
jThe idea behind her study came from past
experiences of volunteering with the disabled at hospitals while in high school.
Paired with her love of animals, Switzer
was curious as to what- impact-- these- - assis- - non-verb-

,
photo by Eric Flowers
i ; , : i
Johnson holds sketches of the mummie that he is studying.
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tance dogs had on the lives of their owners.
For her Junior I.S., she interviewed current
assistant dog owners. "I wanted to see how
their lives have changed with the addition
of their dog. I became interested then and
.
wanted to continue the research."
Switzer's advisor. Professor Jeffry Bile,
supports Switzer's research. "Lynn's
research is very exciting in a number of
ways," Bile said." The promise of partnership with other species is just one of the
many benefits of a sensitivity to
communication. Lynn's work takes
another step in the direction of such an
awareness."
So far, Switzer has been to an Akron hospital to observe a pet therapy program to see
how they work. While she hopes to visit
training centers over the holiday break,
Switzer is nervous about problems she may
encounter. "Due to the confidentiality
issues at the centers in terms of observation
and interviews, I'm worried that I may have
problems," Switzer said. Other than that,
she is looking forward to the experiment
aspect of her study. "I'm excited to actually
go," she said. "I've never been able to tour
a center like that and actually see a training
in progress."
extra-hum-
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Kasek says "I do" to Independent Study on Las Vegas weddings
What began as a Las Vegas vacation to
forget about the labors of an unrelenting
school year became the inspiration for an
I.S. topic that would take Marcie Kasek
back to the city of lights at least once more
before she could celebrate I.S. Monday.
Kasek's study is an anthropological examination of the wedding ceremony in Las
Vegas chapels, in order to determine the
degree to which the ritual accomplishes the
function as the
same community-buildin- g
traditional "white wedding.
"When I first started talking about it, I
had biases. I thought, 'Why would you go to
Las Vegas to get married? Kasek said.
"But when you look at the websites, you see
there is so much you can do. For instance,
you can be married by the grim reaper,
which is just beyond me. So we were really
working on my getting rid of my prejudices, she laughs.
Kasek is steering the focus of her study
toward the smaller wedding chapels, rather
than the large commercial chapels on the
central strip, in an attempt to concentrate

more fully on those ceremonies which are
spontaneous and unorthodox. While Kasek
wishes not to limit the themes of the weddings she examines, this will depend greatly on the outcome of her second trip to
Vegas planned for winter break and the
accessibility to the live ceremonies them.:
selves.

--

J

St-''

"I'll end up looking at how these

cere-

monies mirror the modern traditional white
wedding. Til want to look at whether or not
the bride is actually being 'given away,'
whether or not the traditional clothing plays
a role and also the flowers," Kasek said. "I
think the honeymoon is also an interesting
topic," she adds. "I'd like to examine
whether or not the entire experience will be
in Las Vegas, or if they
actually fly somewhere else.
Although Kasek has big plans for her
study and has had tremendous support from
all-encompas-

sing

and
the Department of Sociology
Anthropology as well as the Copeland
Committee, her difficulties lie in obtaining
other relevant research.
"Las Vegas itself isn't really a traditional
academic topic. Basically, if you find any
articles at all on Las Vegas they have to do
with gambling, Kasek said. "There are
some books on the city's growth in general
as an adult theme park, which has been
helpful. But really not much has been written about the Las Vegas wedding, which is
strange because it's been such a huge trend
since the 1950s, she added.
"I have a really fun I.S.," Kasek said, after
discussing how much she has enjoyed her
work studying the Las Vegas wedding
chapels' internet sites and traveling to the
city itself. However, like most I.S. scholars,
the part of her project this anthropologist is
most looking forward to, of course, is I.S.
Monday.

Story compiled by Leila Atassi,
Features Editor

photo courtesy of
Betsy Bare
Kasek hits the slots on her trip to Las
Vegas.

Keim impresses Wooster students with humor and honesty
receiving his , masters, Keim
Features Editor worked for a program called the
Christian Ministry in the National
McGaw Chapel saw a Parks which provides student
interns to hold services of worship
turnout of over 250 students
in the parks. Keim finished his
on Tuesday night, all anxious
Ph.d. at Oregon State, where he
to hear the wisdom of speaker Will Keim Keim was went on to teach three classes and
brought to campus by a num- - ' hold a number of responsibilities
Greek advisor", working with
ber of organizations to speak
the football team on eligibility
on issues that face all college
from- week to week, preaching
students. ''
every Sunday and traveling. This
;
Perhaps they were drawn
by the catchy "Goodbye Bill, past term was Keim's last at
Oregon State as a professor. "I
Hello Will posters scattered
back on my myriad of
pulled
about campus. Perhaps they
I just drove myself
responsiblities.
secwere of the 70 club and
absurdity.
So now
edge
of
the
to
tion members that joined
I'm doing this speaking engageKeim for dinner. No matter
ments full time," Keim said.
what their motive was, those
Tuesday night was Keim's secwho turned out to her Keim's
ond visit to Wooster, and he was
speech were anything but disdrawn back by the atmosphere of
appointed.
the campus. "I had such a wonderthe
attended
Keim
ful time here before," Keim said.
for
Pacific
University of the
"The students are bright, and I got
his bachelor's and master's
to meet a lot of people at a History
degrees, where he played
'
baseball and was involved in department party.
stimuintellectually
very
It was
the Greek community. He
lating, the staff was friendly, were
double majored in Speech
committed to the students, and the
and
Communications
faculty were excited to be here
Religious Studies, . seeing
a
"link" and teaching. I had to struggle
what he calls
intellectually to stay in the con
between the two. After

Molly McKinney :

.

-

.

versation. It was great."
Keim's passion for speaking to
groups like Wooster students
stems from his teaching experience. "I was teaching speech class
and I'd say something in the class
and talking about respecting community members and someone
would say 'would you come say
that to my fraternity' or 'would
you come say that to my residence
hall," Keim said. Around that
same time, the Oregon State campus experienced a death of a fraternity member who had crashed
his motorcycle driving 200 mph
off of the coast highway.
The students' brothers asked
Keim to speak at his memorial
service, and on the way over
Keim started to become angry at
what was happening to his campus. "I just started out by saying
'my question tonight is, how
many of you have to die before
you get the message?" Keim said
of his speech that night, "I really
challenged them."
A colleague of Keim's pestered
him for two years about speaking
across the country, something that
he rejected because, said Keim of
his message, "It's not working
here, why would it work some

where else?" Eventually, however, he was convinced, and he soon
joined speakers across the country
with a similar message. What
made his speeches different from
others was Keim's intense honesty. "Other people were saying
'don't drink until you're twenty-on- e
and I was saying 'drink
responsibly. " Keim added, "It
was a lot of honesty, and it just
mushroomed out into a big thing."
Keim focused the hour-lon- g
speech in McGaw Chapel on what
he calls the "Seven Critical
Choices." "I was sitting around
thinking 'when are students under
the most stress' and the answer is,
'well, when they're behind academically," Keim said. From this
emerged step 1: to be scholarly.
The next six steps developed from
there, and include: 2: Do community service;. 3: Build people up,
don't tear them down; 4: Live
well spiritually, physically, emotionally and sexually; 5: Forgive
your parents for not being perfect;
6: Be a success; and 7: Find something you love to do and do it well
enough that someone will pay you
to do it
"They just fell into place,"
Keim said about the steps;

,

"Theses were the seven most
critical areas."
Though he delivered many
messages in his speech, Keim
would add this message to
Wooster students after having
met with student and faculty
on campus: "The real message I would hope to leave
with students is to find something to be passionate about
and spend their life doing it.
But mostly to make what I
call informed, enlightened
choices that would make
them feel empowered, make
them leave here saying 'I am
really in charge of my life.
No one's holding me down
except me.' And to use all the
resource i on campus" Keim
also wanted to wish the students well and to "look him
up on the web and contact
him if they need anything."
Keim can be found on the
web at www.willkeim.com.
The site includes information
about Keim as well as "Stress
Busier for Students" and
leadership; tips, and a lot of
information that can be used
for academic as well as
purposes.
per-'son-
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Walter
on
"Progressions
Benjamin's Ninth Thesis on
History' is both the title and the
inspiration for a piece choreographed by James Beaudry 0L
Joined by dancers Hill, Keili
Meyer '03, Carson Mhoon '03,
Susan Park '02 and Clark Wegner
'04, Beaudry will present his
piece, which is based on a reading
of the ninth of Walter Benjamin's
18 theses on history. "I took
imagery that comes from that,
and I created a narrative to follow
that tells the story of what his thesis is, but also it goes beyond that,
and it sort of puts my own spin on
it because I don't agree 100 percent with what he has to say,"
Beaudry said.
Estella Anku '02 makes her
first appearance as a choreographer in this dance concert Her
piece, "Colors of Being, came

Molly McKinney
Features Editor
Professor of Dance Kim Tritt is
watching the 11 choreographers
of the Stage Door Fall Dance
Concert rehearse their welcome.
From her audience seat on the
Freedlander Stage, she takes in
each movement of the dancers.
Most directors would give notes
after a rehearsal such as this. But
when the dancers are done, Tritt
asks, "Any notes?" This, in
essence, is the idea behind the
Fall Dance Concert. Tritt puts it
- best when she says,
"It's their
concert; it's not mine."
Though the process is similar
year to year, including the auditioning of pieces early in the
semester and sharing times up
until the performance, the number
and style of choreographers
changes in each concert.
"There are 11 different choreographers, and a large majority of
them are new to choreography,"
Tritt said. "It's really exciting to
see that type of interest on campus, when I look at who are theatre majors and who are every
' other kind of major. Even though
they have- other types of disciplines, they're interested in taking
a leadership role in dance here.
The first piece on the program,
"Unbroken links," was choreographed by Maggie Peter 02. "I
wanted it to be about different
people that are struggling in different ways but come together
and find comfort in their presences," Peter said about her piece.
Dancing in the piece; Peter will be
joined by Jeffy Hill 0J and
Tatiana Ng'an Wan Low02; V? r
Low also makes an appearance
as a choreographer in the concert.
She will dance her piece, "Behind
y
Mirror," with Peter,
a
Nicholas Edman '03 and Lauren

.

The piece is an "experiment in
how you can manipulate an audience psychologically," Campbell
said.
Liliona Quarmyne 01 is no
stranger to the stage, but she does
bring a new experience with her
concert.
this
dance
to
"...e...n...r...o...u...t..e..." came
from Quarmyne's life experiences. "The idea for my piece is
something that just developed the
way my own life is developing
and the way the lives of my
developing,"
are
friends
Quarmyne said. Quarmyne will
be joined onstage by Alyssa
Adriance 04, Laura Cerniglia
'04, Edman, Kiley Weaver '04,
Wilson and Justina Williams '01.
Williams will present her own
piece, "You are Me and We are
You: The Souls of Gemini," along
with dancers Adriance, Bess,

-

-
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trained, so I was trying to incorporate my ballet training in to a
contemporary
more modern
style," Meyer said about the idea
behind her piece. Meyer will be
joined onstage by Orr, Park and
Imani Wadud '03.
The Stage Door Fall Dance
Concert will run Friday and
Saturday night, Nov. 10 and 11.
Tickets are complimentary but
must be reserved before show
night Tickets are sold out for
Friday with a waiting list being
compiled. For reservations or
information, call the Freedlander
.
Box Office at
263-224- 1.
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Photo by Kate Smanik
Lauren Orr '04, Nicholas Edman '03 and Maggie Peter '02
'
(left to right) hold Tatiana Ngan Wan Low '02.

:

out of her background in studio
uMy piece is about the primary .colors red, blue and yellow
and how they make more colors.
I'm using that as a metaphor
about how people can go different
places and meet new people and
pick things up from those places
and people," Anku said. She will
perform
the piece along with
Orr04.
Lucy Spieldenner '02 looked to . dancers Meena Ghaziasgar '03
Shakespeare to create her piece ; and Julia Wilson '01.
First-tim-e
XVMyJM . .......ii. ivn oST..
Ulli. choreographer .Anna
1
-Campbell 01 had always seen
now I'm in a Shakespeare course;
and I really love Shakespeare,' ' 3 he dance concert as "one of those
hidden secrets that make Wooster
Spieldenner said. She will per- Her piece,
form her piece with the1 help of
fdally unique."
Whitney Lacefield '02,: Katie.? "Tendon Tear," includes dancers
Kelly Bess '03, Rachel Costello
Hammond '03 and Nick Harmon
and lacefield.
.L2i V ,
J04. .
--art -
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uses live music performed by
Kate Daly '01, Melissa Goodwin
'01 and Adam Young '04.
Ammr Vandal 01 focused on
the Yin and Yang to create her
piece, "Separate Together." With
the help of only one other dancer,
Soumya Vishnu '01, Vandal will
make her second appearance as
choreographer. "I like the expedience of the dance concert because I
can do what I want, Vandal said.
The final piece on the program,
Confusion,"
"Unanticipated
describes the state of Meyer when
she was deciding whether or not
to choreograph. "I'm ballet

.lOL-Hamm-

onri

;

Ghaziasgar and Amelia Lorenzj
'01. "Basically I thought about;
souls and about what makes me
who I am," Williams said about
the idea for her piece.
title
With the - intriguing
"Voyeurism," Hill presents a
- piece that began with her attending a modern workshop over the,
summer. "We had to make face
masks on our own faces, and I
just thought of how everyone
wears masks and how appearances are deceiving," Hill said.
She is helped onstage by dancers
04, Courtney.
Sarah Grant
Kellner '04 and Joe Leporati 02,i
'
who hold mirrors to show the
'
audience' watching themselves
watching Hill dance. Hill's piece
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Famous bluegrass artists in Wooster
Local Northwest Territory joins Jim Hurst, Missy Raines
David Powell

A&E Editor

,

,

musicians Jim
Hurst and Missy Raines will headline a bluegrass concert this
Saturday at the Wayne County
Center for the Arts.
Both musicians have been recognized for their solo work, but
their duet work, which will be fea
tured at the Wayne Center
"I
concert, is also refined.
Together they have toured
d
with
Claire Lynch and the Front
String Band, whose album
"Silver and Gold" features
the duet
"I saw them two years
ago in Nashville and they blew me
away," leader of local bluegrass
band Northwest Territory Michael
Gorrell said. Northwest Territory
will be joining Hurst, and Raines
at the upcoming concert.
Hurst and Raines released their
Award-winni-

ng

first duo album 'Two" earlier this
year. Though critic Michelle
Nikolai praised their instrumental
talent and intimate sound, she
commented that the vocal quality
of their act needed improvement
Raines is the International
Bluegrass Music Association's
1999 Bass Player of the Year.
She received the 1999 Fan's
Choice Bass Player Award from

saw them two years ago in
Nasheville and they blew me

Grammy-nominate-

away," leader of local blue-graband Northwest Territory
Michael Gorrell said.

"

ss

"Bluegrass Magazine," and her
1998 solo album "My Place in the
Sun" was called one of the top
five bluegrass albums of the year
by the "Chicago Tribune."
"She is tremendously talented,"
Gorrell said.

November

He described Raine's style as a
"modern bassist," commenting
that she can play a lead part with
an aoustic bass, which is unusual.
Hurst has toured with national
acts Trisha Yearwood, Holly
Dunn and Sara Evans. He was
featured on Evan's "No Place
That Far," which reached number
one on the Billboard Bluegrass
Hurst also has a solo
chart.
album titled "Open
Window."

He consid-

ers
his
greatest
influene to be Jerry
Reed.

Gorrell said Hurst's
guitar style ranges
from traditional
to jazz to blues.
"Hurst's voice is also wonderful," Gorrell said.
led by
. Northwest Territory,
Mike Gorrell and including
Michele Birkby-VancRadford
Vance and Darla Evans also has
an eclectic style. Gorrell, who is
also the Operations Manager of
the College's Post Office and
Information Desk, is the band's
lead singer, writer and guitarist
Birkby-Vanc- e
fiddles, a talent '
which has brought her five Ohio
championships. Vance plays the
banjo and Evans the bass.
"Our style is modern bluegrass.
We use an electric bass instead of
an acoustic bass and lean more
towards a country feel," Gorrell
blue-gra- ss

e,

.

Beginning Friday

at

Movies 10
Little Nicky (PG-1Men of Honor (R)
Red Planet (PG-1-

(12:30, 2:45) 5:00, 7:15, 9:30

3)

3)

(1:00)4:10,7:00, 10:00
(12:15,2:40)5:10,7:45,

-

said.

.

10:15
;

Charlie's Angels (PG-1The Legend of Baggef
3)

-

Vance

';

'

"

(PG-1- 3)

(12:00, 2:25) 4:50, 7:30, 9:55

(1:10)4:00,7:05,9:50

5

I

Blair Witch Project 2: ;
' Book of Shadows (R) 8:10, 10:20
.
(12:25, 2:35) 6:00
The Little Vampire (PG)
(12:40, 2:50) 5:05. 7:25, 9:35
Bedazzled (PG-1.
(PG-13).
(1:05) 4;05, 7:10, 10:05 .
Pay it Forward
J
(PG-1(12:05, 2:20) 4:45, 7:20, 9:45
Meet the Parents
(12:10,2:30)4:55,7:35,
Remember the Titans (PG)
.

.

3)

.

3)

() Saturday and Sunday Only
"

Sorry, no passes

All shows before 5 pan. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5:00 pan. $6
$3
. First Matinee show Mon-F- ri
.

For complete listings! call

345-875-

5

Vance's banjo playing is more
melodic and uses more jazz licks
than traditional bluegrass. The
band's rhythms are also different
than many bluegrass bands.
Northwest Territory's message
is positive, focusing on family
values.
The modern style of both Hurst
and ' Raines and Northwest
Territory makes their collaboration perfect. Yet their styles differ
enough within their eclectic range
that the concert should remain
fresh throughout the entire show.
There should be something for
everyone," Gorrell said.
The concert begins at 7 p.m.
this Saturday at the Wayne
County Center for the Arts, locat'
ed at 237 S. Walnut St Admission
'
,".
is $10.
--

COURTESY OF

Jim's Big Ego will play the Underground this Saturday,
from 10 p.m. to I a.m. Admission is $.75.

Nov.

SAB

II

10

11

"Sarafina"
Friday Film Series
Mateer Aud. 7:30 pan.

Band
Jim's Big Ego
College Underground
1 a.m.
10 p.m.
$.75

11

The Untouchables"
Saturday Film Series
Mateer And. 8:30 pjn. $1
.

12

Rock Climbing Trip

10
mom

fwijy

1

Men's
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Rampant COWs wrap up season with victory
A fraction of the Rampant COWs ultimate frisbee traveled to
Gambier, Ohio, on Saturday to play in a Kenyon invitational tournament The first game of the day was a rematch against Ohio
loss against ONU the
Northern. Having suffered a
previous weekend at Ohio University, the COWs played with
vendetta-styl- e
intensity. The ONU offense consisting of a sLnple
n
handling team was predictable but difficult to slow down.
Though the COWs pulled down a number of long endzore bucks
from Ryan Herbert '01 and Andy Spencer '04, the ONU offense
pushed forward to a 13-- 9 win.
The final game against Kenyon, however, was by far the day's
best. Both teams were tired and in the mood for a relaxed game. In
fact, in their fourth and last game, Ker.yon began to refresh their
sidelines with beverages of the 40 oz. variety. By the half, rr..:ch
d
heckling had ensued. At one point, in a display of
mock bravado, the Kenyon line ripped off thu ir shirts in unison. Not
above responding in kind, the COWs played the next point "butts-out- "
with their shorts hanging low in the back.
but not
In the end, the Rampant COWs took the victory at
without humility. David Mowry '03 said, "If we didn't beat the team
drinking the 40s, I would have been pissed."
spirit-bruisin-
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McCloud '04 goes up for a

Chris Powers

Viewpoints Editor

After claiming the last three
regular season North Coast
Athletic Conference titles, the last
two conference tournament titles,
and advancing to the Sweet 16 of
the national tournament, it is
tempting to' think that the men's
basketball program may have its
best years behind it
So much for that The Scots
will return six of their top eight
contributors from last year's
squad, including three starters.
The incumbent starters are point
guard Antwyan Reynolds 02,
wing Steve Thompson '01 and
last season's NCAC Newcomer of
the Year Bryan Nelson '03, a for"
,
ward.
These three players, along with
sixth-ma- n
Nate Gaubatz '01,
Brian Carlisle '02 and Matt Smith
-
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Freeman comes up L::;c in OT; Packers win
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Regardless of whether or not you appreciate (understand) Dennis
Miller's humor, Monday night football has been the best it has ever
been. .With only one blowout, here have been more great games
played this year than any other year in recent memory. This
Monday was probably the best game yet 4 Green Bay upset 2
Minnesota for their second consecutive loss of the season on an
unbelievable Antonio Freeman grab in overtime.
. With 3:36 left on the clock, Brett Farve
sent a wet spiral to
i Freeman, who slipped as comerback Chris Dishman deflected the
ball. The ball bounced off the back of Freeman's shoulder as he
rolled over, and he tipped it into his chest as he hit the ground. He
then got up, faked safety Robert Griffith and scored. "The type of
season we're having, we needed a break," Freeman said afterwards."We got one tonight." ......

programs on the agenda, includ
ing a game at Savannah College
of Art and Design.
The field in the Mose Hole
Classic in December includes
Case Western Reserve, perennial
powerhouse Chicago and defending national champion Calvin:
Also on the slate is a game at
Westminster College (Pa.), a forw
mer Division II school with a
good tradition. Moore was wary '
of the schedule, saying that it "is
the toughest
probably
-- 1
schedule we've ever played." ,
All this is in addition to the
:
usual grind of league play, which
should be extremely competitive
again and maybe even better than
. .
a year ago. Moore indicated that
several teams are vasdy improved
from last year; so look out for
and
Wittenberg, . Earlham
Allegheny. Earlham was a surprise last season, giving the Scots
a couple of close games.
Despite all this,- the Scots
remain confident about the
upcoming season. Hard work
including a
over the summer
gave the
team trip to Europe
team something to build on. "We
worked real hard during the offseason, and the trip to Europe
makes the locker room feel more
like a home instead of just a bunch
Photo by Dan Bartha guys," Reynolds said.
The quest- - for the postseason
layup in practice this week.
began with a scrimmage last
'03, will provide Wooster with a Saturday against Ashland. Last
strong core and another shot at night, the team took on Lithuania .
'
VSelect, a team on an exhibition .
postseason success. V
tour of the United States. They
Head Coach Steve Moore is
have already played against bigoptimistic about his team's
ger schools like Bowling Green
chances. Our top six all . conand Toledo, so it was a tough test
tributed extensively to our success
for the Scots. Moore was happy
last year and provide a good
nucleus," Moore said. "But our for the opportunity, saying, "It
was an excellent test not only for
biggest question mark will be our
our veterans but for players who
. depth," he added.
perneed to fill the spots behind."
With the loss of
After Friday's scrimmage verformer John Ellenwood '00, the
sus Otterbein, the coaching staff
Scots have a void to fill in the
will know more about its newmiddle. But Moore is confident
Two players making
his inside players will be able to comers.
impression have been
first
good
the
step it up. "Brian Carlisle has
Randy Sistrunk '04 and P.J.
ability and the experience to
establish himself as a key per- - McCloud '04, both of whom will
be competing for playing time.
former at center," Moore said.
The season will begin officially
Another obstacle impeding the
on Nov. 17 with the annual Al Van
Scots this season is their impresWie Tournament at Timken
schedule.
sive
Gymnasium.
Wooster has many
1
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Seth ends career

Duerr-abl- e:

1

Ann Raymond
Sports Editor
Sometimes taking the road less
traveled really does make all the
difference. When thinking about
college, Seth Duerr '01 had two

'I

options. Duerr could either follow in
his two older brothers' footsteps and
attend a large school, essentially put-

ting an end to his football playing
days, or enroll in a small division
III institution and strap on the
pads for another four years.
Duerr opted for the less frequented course and wound up at
Wooster. Leading the team in
tackles with 123, Duerr could
have graduated last year but came

A
V
- I,
Photo by James Allardice
Seth Duerr '01 assists Demar Jackson '02 on a tackle in the
Allegheny game last Saturday.
-
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Allegheny Reams Scots
Allardice

James

Editor-in-Chi-

ef

Coaches always say defense
wins championships. With that in

mind, heading into Saturday's
NCAC
against
showdown
Allegheny, one would have
thought the Scots would be
favored. The Scots entered with a
d
defense, the Gators
with a
offense.
But Saturday's Allegheny-Woostgame wasn't for any
championship, it was for'sec-on- d
place, and so the old
coaching maxim didn't apply.
The Gator offense overpowered the Scot defense, rushing
for 361 yards en route to a 5
highly-toute-

high-power-

ed

er

7--

22-ya- rd

-

huddle with those guys,'

43-1-

Felix Catherine '01 said.

victory.

Saturday's thumping dropped
the Scots' record to
and the
Scots will have to beat lowly
Hiram to ensure Wooster a finish
5-- 4,

over .500. Key to Allegheny's win on
Saturday was the performance of running back Shane Ream, who rushed
for 204 yards on 33 carries and three
touchdowns. Ream leads me nation in
scoring, averaging over 18 points

per game, and is fourth in the
nation in rushing yards per game,
racking up an average of 163.1
yards per game.
The Scots jumped out to the
early lead, mounting an impressive
drive that
touchdown
culminated in a
11-pl-

ay,

73-ya- rd

20-yar-

d

pass from backup quarterback Jeff
Spraggins '03 to wide receiver Chris
Cabot 02. Spraggins started his

Tony Simon, and the Gators took
line.
over at the Wooster
Just three plays later. Ream found
the end zone from two yards out.
Allegheny went for the
conversion, attempting to stretch
their lead to 14-- but failed.
As the half wound down, the
Scot defense allowed the Gator
offense to march downfield and
score a field goal with just 24 seconds left in the first half. The
field goal gave the Gators a
15-- 7
lead and the momentum
heading into halftime.
Ream and the Gator defense
broke through in the third quarter,
scoring two touchdowns and
extending their lead to 29-Allegheny's wing-- T offense continued to wreak havoc on the Scot
20-ya- rd

two-poi- nt

7,

24-ya-

7:

rd

--

5

defense, as Ream ran over,
through and around the Scot
defenders, and teammate Jeremy
Snyder rushed for 132 yards on
just 10 carries. After the Scots
scored the first touchdown, their
offense returned to its stagnant
ways, and Allegheny scored 29
unanswered points. The Scots did
score again, early in the fourth
touchdown
quarter on a
run from Scott Jones 01.
The Scots made the two point

second consecutive game, due to
the lingering effects of the concussion suffered by Justin
Abraham '01 several weeks ago.
immediately
Gators
The
responded, scoring on a seven-yar- d
touchdown run quarterback
Joe Cowart. The extra . point
attempt by Aaron Smith was
blocked, and the Scots held a 6
lead at the end of one quarter.
In the second quarter, a
Spraggins pass was intercepted by

"What I'm going to miss
the most is being in the

43-1-

conversion, momentarily bringing Wooster within 14 points.
But a few minutes later, Snyder
put the game out of reach for the

Scots, scoring on a
touchdown run.
The Allegheny offense finished the day with 511 total yards,
compared to just 274 for the
Scots. Saturday's loss dropped the
Scots to 3 in the NCAC, and in
a tie for fifth place with Earfham.
66-ya- rd

3--

Jones led the Scots in rushing, gaining
84 yards on 14 carries. Rob Hooper
'03 picked up 69 yards on 17 carries.

Saturday's loss was the final
home game for 17 Scot seniors.
"I started crying because I spent a lot
of time with those guys," nose tackle
Felix Catheline '01 said. "What I'm
going to miss the most is being in
the huddle with those guys."
This week the Scots will finish
the season against Hiram. The
game should prove to be an easy
win for the Scots, as the Terriers
struggled earlier this season lo
defeat Oberlin
9-- 7.

back this fall to use his last season

this season was highest on the list

of eligibility. He arrived at the

of achievements he is proud of.
Along with putting himself

College in 1996 on the mend after
breaking his collarbone over the summer. Two weeks into the season he was
cleared to play, but broke his collarbone again and thus was resigned
and the sidelines for
to a red-shi- rt

the rest of the season.
Duerr used the time away from
the field to bulk up in the weight
room. At 5 9", he is admittedly one
of the smaller linebackers in the conference, but he never let that bother
him. "I was never very big, so I was
never recruited by big schools,"
he said. "But I wasn't really concerned about that; I just wanted to

go play somewhere."
Coming into his sophomore
year, all Duerr wanted was a
chance to prove himself on the
field. As luck would have it, a
position in the Scot defense
opened up due to the graduation
of one of the linebackers.
According to Duerr, "The coaches
knew that I was interested in playing linebacker if I could, and they
gave me a chance there, and it
ended up being a good fit."
And the rest, as they say, is history. He started at middle linebacker as a sophomore and has
been the rock at the center of
Wooster's defense. His absence
from the lineup next year will be
intensely felt "You don't replace
guys like Seth Duerr. You just hope
someone steps up," head coach Mike
Schmitz said. But despite his departure, Duerr has made a lasting impression on the people he has encountered. "I hope my own son turns
out to be the type of person Seth
Duerr is," Schmitz added.
But you would never know this
just by talking with Duerr. As a
tri --captain for the second year, it

is clear that he has the respect of
his teammates. Duerr has also
earned respect throughout the
conference, as evidenced by his
selection as NCAC defensive
player of the year for 1999. It was
a result
the first time this honor
of the conference coaches' vote
had been bestowed upon a

in

the record books at Wooster with
407 career tackles, Duerr is also
gaining recognition on the national level. Currently, he is ranked
seventh in the nation for tackles
and sixth in the national in the category of tackles for a loss. When
asked how he gets through a day
without being distracted by all the"
records and awards, Duerr said,
"You can't really try to think
about the awards and that sort of
thing, because if you go out and
you play to win and do your best,
then that sort of thing will take
care of itself."
Despite his many records and
obvious skill on the football field,
this
who has led
the team in tackles since he began
anchoring the Scot defense his
sophomore year, would rather talk
Ail-Americ-

an,

about his team than himself.
"Football is one of the ultimate
team sports," Duerr said. "The
things I am able to do I am sure I
wouldn't be able to do without the
people I play with. Especially the
guys who play in front of me who
swallow their pride to keep people
away from me so that I can make
tackles. It wouldn't be fair for me to
take credit away from those guys."

And it is those very teammates
who brought Duerr back for a
final semester of college and one
last season of football. "That's
why I came back here to play
because I really enjoy it. The
camaraderie and the fun I have
with my teammates makes it great
... I don't regret a single second
of it," Duerr said.
After it is all over and he has to
hang up the spikes, Duerr plans on
returning to his home town of
Bolivar, Ohio and applying for
coaching jobs during which he
can also take graduate classes. No
matter where he goes, Duerr sees
football in his future, and he
would never rule out playing a little bit more if at all possible.
"I think

there are so many

Wooster player.

things at Wooster that are great . . .
you just get to know so many peo-

When pressed to recall his most
memorable individual performance, Duerr hesitated and then
reluctantly revealed that breaking
tackle record
Wooster's

ple because it is such a small environment ... I have really good
friendships with a lot of people,
which is great, and I really enjoy
it," Duerr said.
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Scot swimmers begin season with strong showings
Pool, school records fall and Division

III Championship qualifiers abound last weekend

Rob Mauro

Coming from a town that boasts
no natural bodies of water to
speak of, it is surprising that
Wooster has had such strong
swimming and diving.
This tradition was upheld in the
first weekend of the competitive
season. The season began with
meets against Mount Union (Nov.
3) and at home against Wittenberg

v.

A-l- l-.

Staff Writer

(Nov. 4).
,

-

The women established themselves as a team to watch by posting two impressive victories.
They defeated Mount Union on
),
and then
the third
on
Wittenberg
work
of
made short
(152.5-84.5men
The
fourth
the

,

-

t

(134-102-

Photo by Amerua Kays
Jessica Ritchie '02 reacts to her

record-breakin-

g

time.

).

Hey now, she 's an All-St-
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Amanda Bernardon selected for NorthSouth game
Ben Mitchell

Assistant Sports Editor

Amanda Bernardon 01, a forward on The College of Wooster
field hockey team, has been
selected to play in the
Division III NorthSouth
Game. This is a fitting
end to a fine season for
Bernardon, who helped lead
the Scots to their best finish in
years.
Bernardon was selected for the
team by the National Field
Hockey Coaches Association.
The annual game for top seniors
from around the country will be
held on the Campus of Old
Dominion University on Nov. 18.
Bernardon joins two other play
All-St- ar

ers from the North Coast Athletic
Conference on the North squad.
She is the first Wooster player to
participate in the game since
1997.

Wooster respectively.
As a senior, Bernardon put
together
her best season.
Opponents saw her compile 26
points on 10 goals, four of which
and six
where
assists.
Eight of her goals came
during Wooster's nine game
game-winner- s,

"This is

a huge honor,"

Bernardon said.
expected this."

':

"I never

winning streak to finish
the season. "This was best
season I had here, the way the
team came togther makes it
hard to leave," Bernardon
said.
'

"This is a huge honor,"
Bernardon said, "I never
expected this." She finished
her career with the Scots as
the program's fourth-leadin- g
scorer of all time.
Bernardon totaled 83 career
points coming on 31 goals and 21
assists. These marks put her at
at
sixth and fourth best
all-ti-

me

Swimming

Football

Nov. 10 Sprint Invitational at

Nov. 11 at Hiram

Allegheny
Nov. 11 Distance Invitational at
Allegheny

Cross Country
Nov. 11 NCAA

"Amanda set the standard for
the forwards," teammate Melissa
Goodwin '01. said. "She represents the seniors on the team very
well, and has proven herself to be
dependable," Goodwin said.

Regional Championships

also performed well, defeating
and
Mount Union (131-10falling to Wittenberg in a very
close loss
There were also many stellar
individual performances. Jessica
Ritchie '02 led the women, setting
'V "''
w
o
t
0)

(127-104- ).

Timken
Natatorium

pool
records

against

medley relay (1:51 .06) on Friday.
The last Wooster pool record
for the women was set by the
relay team (4:04.97) of
Ritchie, Starling, Popelka and
Heising.
All in all, it was a hugely suc-- c
e s s fu 1
weekend for
the Scots.
400-medl-

very pleased and
excited about my
swimming this past
"I am

women's

team had a

fabulous
weekend,"

Ritchie '02 said other
swim.

N

The

"

weekend," Jessica

Wittenberg
and winning both
record-breakin- g
100
the
(59.89) and
200 backstroke (2:09.58).
Ritchie's time for the 200 backstroke was a new school record
and automatically qualified her
for the Division III National
Swimming Championships.
In addition her time in the 50
freestyle (24.38) against Mt
Union surpassed the NCAA qualifying standard.
"I am very pleased and excited
about my swimming this past
weekend," said Ritchie about her
performance. "I have had a lot of
motivation and focus, this year.
We've all been working hard and
it's paying off."
Several other team members
qualified for the championships as
well. Beth Starling '02, who captured the 200 breaststroke (2:28. 1 0),
and Jenny Bayuk 03, who finished just behind Starling in the
same event (2:28.68), are both eligible to compete in nationals.
In addition, Bayuk, along with
Ritchie, Erin Popelka '03 and
Kayle Heising '04 set a Mount
Union pool record and qualified
for nationals by winning the 200

ey

s

a

Wo

d

i

oster

Coach Keith
Beckett. "There were multiple
outstanding swims and many
best times. To have this
many swimmers qualify for
nationals is exceptional."
On the men's side of things,
Saturday's win over Mt Union
was Beckett's 100th as the coach
of the men's team.
Highlighting the Scots' effort
against the Purple Raiders was
senior Wes Bennett's pool record
time of 21.31 in the 50 freestyle.
Bennett also qualified for nationpool record time of
als with
20.67 in the 50 freestyle.
Victory against Mt Union was
not a cinch. "The win at Mount
Union was a very important one," said
in-seas-

on

-

Beckett about the men's team. "We
point
fought back from a 50-pldeficit to accomplish the victory."
us

All in all, the season looks
promising for the Scots, "The
team has been having an awesome
year so far," Ritchie said. "I am
very excited about the rest of the
season, and I know that we will do
well. We have a talented team full
of great people."

ext week on the Voice Sports Page:
Women's basketball preview
Cross country wraps up season
Swimming results from Allegheny Invitational
Football finishes against Hiram

